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Bolivia Site Visit

Parker Arizona

In September I traveled to southern
Bolivia to visit several future sites for
Pathfinders.

Valley A/G, in Parker Arizona is a church
on the Colorado River Indian Tribe Reservation. This was the site of a Bronze
Project to renovate the bathrooms,
sanctuary, foyer and roof the church.
Savannah Pastor, Ronnie Sanders
knew he was going to work for a week
but little did he know he would be the
guest evangelist for four nights. What a
great job he did in both areas. We got
all the work done except for the carpet
for the sanctuary. I will be looking for a
few men to complete this task soon.
What a great winter break that will be.

Missionary Rich Farthing drove me to the
back country of Bolivia which is home to
the Guarani Indians. The Guarani are the
third largest people group of Bolivia. They
are hard working people but their income
is equal to about 100 US dollars per year.
The possibility of them accumulating
10,000 dollars to build a church is slim.
This is where Pathfinders can make a difference. Two teams are planned to this
area in April, 2005 to complete two
churches for the Guarani people.
We would like to thank Bellshire A/G in
Tennessee for sponsoring the material for
the first church in honor to the memory of
Sheila Wiley. Sheila was the youth leader
for Bellshire for several years and daughter of long time Pathfinder Tim Brown.

The women’s ministry prepared wonderful meals for us each day. At the end of
the week the men played tourist in Oatman, AZ. Ever heard of that one? I try
to bless the men with a little adventure
and a short ride to one of the old west
gold mining towns was truly one.

Thanks to Tennessee FCF for
raising over $1000 in their
mission’s auction at the District Trace.

As of 10/31/04 we have raised
76% of our monthly support.
Thanks so much for your faithfulness.
Upcoming Projects:
April 1, 2005—Mississippi Pathfinders to Arizona
April 15, 2005– TN Gold Pathfinders to Bolivia, SA

Mission services:

Mississippi Commanders Conference

Frontier Camping Fellowship

Can you believe it? We have
been iterating for one year. We
believe all our churches can be
involved in missions regardless
of their size. If you are having a
mission’s emphasis give us a call
and let us share how you can get
on the field.

April 23, 2005— Second team to
Bolivia

Arizona Slim Helps out in Parker

Children in Bolivia waiting for their church

Itineration Trail

Mississippi is preparing to conduct their first Bronze Pathfinder
Project to Arizona next Spring. It
was a pleasure to be their guest
speaker to promote and encourage
their missions’ work. Thank you
Mississippi for your hospitality and
allowing me to share my heart with
you.

We would like to thank Pastor
Dan Doty and his lovely wife,
Katrina for allowing us to share
with their congregation in New
Brockton, Alabama. They are
interested in helping plant a
church in 2005. And thanks to
Braden for sharing his room with
us.

Can a man be a missionary in
his home town? We would like
to thank Pastor Charles Blythe
for allowing us to be guest missionaries during our Mission
Convention in Columbia, TN.

